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Brief Description

The Sunset Ridge staff continues to be very committed to maintaining high expectations for the achievement of our students and upholding high
expectations for our work as educators.    As part of our Unified Improvement Planning Process, we spent time at the beginning of the year looking at
the end-year data from the local assessments we administered to students in May.  These included DIBELS,  Renaissance Star and CMAS.    We also
spent time looking at our beginning of the year data (BOY) for DIBELS and Renaissance Early Literacy, Reading and Math.  A clear deficiency found in
our end-of-year data and BOY data points were the fact that a troubling number of our students have significant gaps in their understandings of basic
early literacy skills and foundational math skills.  Without a solid base of prerequisite reading and math skills, students are not able to advance to
higher levels of reading and math.  To help us to better help our students, our school has partnered with the Colorado Department of Education and
we embarked on Structured Literacy Project and coaching for all of our PK-6 teachers.   Along with structured phonics lessons/routines and the use of
decodable books, we determined that we will explicitly focus on building our students’ phonemic awareness skills using a series of daily oral-language
lessons based on the Heggerty Phonological Awareness curricular resources, Kilpatrick resources and Structured Literacy Routines.  All of our PK-6
teachers also committed to LETRS training and completed this training spring 2022.  During monthly Math Data Cycles, our staff participate in
coaching support and data reviews in order to ensure positive math outcomes from our students.

We believe that the education of children is a partnership between home and school. The Sunset Ridge staff has a strong commitment to excellence
and we invite parents to work together with us to achieve excellence. We strongly encourage parents to regularly help their children with homework,
talk with them about what they are learning, read books to them and listen to them read.  We also ask parents to continuously emphasize to their
children the importance of good work and study habits.  Continuing this year, as part of our bully-reduction initiative, we are actively implementing
Random Acts of Kindness using resources developed by the Random Acts of Kindness Foundation.  Across Sunset Ridge, we are teaching students to
be kind and we routinely recognize and celebrate the random acts of kindness our students show to each other and to our staff.  Each classroom
teacher is committed to teaching multiple ‘kindness’ lessons, emphasizing ways we can show kindness through our actions.  Students are learning
about the importance of showing gratitude, care, respect, compassion, perseverance, helpfulness, self-care, integrity, self-discipline, fairness and
responsibility.

● In an effort to create a welcoming environment for our families, Sunset Ridge staff will initiate positive contacts to parents, respond to
parents’ concerns and needs, and offer opportunities and supports to meet parents’ needs.

● To build upon the partnerships that have been formed over the years with the community of Sunset Ridge and the staff of Sunset Ridge, we
will communicate to families the importance of:  maintaining good student attendance patterns; checking and helping students with their
homework; establishing rules about how children should study at home; and attending school functions whenever possible.

● To support parent involvement at Sunset Ridge, staff will send out postcards and flyers to students and their families inviting them to school
events and parent education opportunities.



● ClassDoJo will be used by staff to communicate with families.  ClassDojo will be used to share information and communicate positive
messages about students.  ClassDojo will also be used to share ways that parents can support at home.

● We positively presume that parents want to help their child but often do not know what they should do or when or how to do so.  Sunset
Ridge staff will let parents know, with specificity, what they can do to support their children’s learning at home via communication from
teachers and through math and literacy events designed to engage families in opportunities to learn together.

● We believe that parents’ overall understanding of the content and skills students are learning has a significant impact on our parents’ overall
impression of their children’s classes and our school, as well as their capacity to work as partners with our staff.   Clear learning objectives and
performance goals will be communicated to parents through the Parent Portal in Empower.  Students' goals and action plans are housed in
students' Data Notebooks and students will communicate their academic achievements and progress towards growth goals through
student-led conferences.

● Progress reporting will be sent to all families throughout the year.  Progress reporting will include on-going communication regarding academic
progress through our data management system, Empower, and through social/work habit reports generated by teachers.

Competency Based Education

In the 2009-10 school year, Westminster Public Schools elected to move from the traditional method of schooling toward an innovative
approach which is referred to as a ''Competency Based System (CBS)''. The entire school district from preschool through grade 12 is organized
around engaging learners in 21st century skills, working at learner developmental instructional levels, and advancing only when they have
demonstrated competency or mastery of each concept and skill. WPS is known locally and nationally as an early adopter and leader in
Competency Based Education and personalized learning.

Renaissance STAR Assessment and DIBELS are the two local assessments we use to measure students' achievement and growth on early literacy,
reading and math skills.

High Reliability Schools

Dr. Marzano’s High Reliability Schools™ framework is supported by forty years of educational research. A HRS™ is one in which all students learn the
content and skills they need for success in college, careers, and beyond. The framework consists of five levels

Level 1: Safe and Collaborative Culture

Level 2: Effective Teaching in Every Classroom

Level 3: Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Level 4: Standards-Referenced Reporting

Level 5: Competency-Based Education



The framework is based on the notion of continuous improvement, via the use of leading and lagging indicators. In order for educators to know what
to work on and how to measure success at each level, school leaders need ways to assess their school’s current status, gauge their progress through
each HRS™ level and confirm achievement for each level. Leading and lagging indicators are useful tools to these ends. The distinction between
leading and lagging indicators is: leading indicators show what a school should work on to achieve a high reliability level (indicators provide direction)
and lagging indicators are the evidence a school provides to validate its achievement of a high reliability level (educators provide proof), particularly
in areas where there is general agreement that the school is not doing well.

During the 2021-2022 school year, Sunset Ridge was proud to attain Level One and Level Two HRS certification from Dr. Marzano. During the
2022-2023 school year, our goal is to attain Level Three HRS certification.

Overview
Westminster Public Schools (WPS) serves a diverse group of approximately 7,500 students in 18 schools, including two Early Learning Centers
(Infant-Preschool), five elementary schools (PK-5), four PK-8 schools, four Innovation Schools (PK-8), one middle school (6-8), one comprehensive
high school, one alternative high school, one online program (Westminster Virtual Academy), and a highly structured therapeutic Day Treatment
Program (Instructional Services Center). The district employs about 1,070 personnel including 650 licensed teachers and administrators and 420
educational support professionals. Of the licensed teachers, 70 percent have advanced degrees with an average of 11-15 years of teaching. Students
are characterized by significant socioeconomic challenges, a high rate of mobility, and English language barriers. The majority of students are
Hispanic (74 percent), most qualify for free or reduced lunch (77 percent) with (62 percent) of the 77 percent are free, and just under half (38
percent) are English learners. WPS has (11.3 percent) of students’ moving in or out of the district several times during a given school year.

Competency-Based Education in Westminster Public Schools
In the 2009-10 school year, Westminster Public Schools elected to move from the traditional method of schooling toward an innovative approach
which is referred to as a ''Competency Based System (CBS)''. The entire school district from preschool through grade 12 is organized around engaging
learners in 21st century skills, working at learner developmental instructional levels, and advancing only when they have demonstrated competency
or mastery of each concept and skill. WPS is known locally and nationally as an early adopter and leader in Competency Based Education.  WPS’
approach to schooling is based on four core beliefs:

● Learning is the Constant (learning matters most)
● Time is the Variable (time matters least)
● Personalized Delivery
● Systemic and Systematic



 In addition to recording and reporting individual student’s attainment of the Proficiency Scales in all courses as a key component of our CBS, the
district also monitors course selection and participation to align with each student’s ICAP and trajectory toward graduation as well as identifying any
disparities with regard to equity.

As WPS engages all schools in pursuing Levels 1-5 of the High Reliability Schools™ framework. This provides schools with the flexibility and autonomy
to select indicators within the five levels, in order to approach unified improvement planning aligned to their specific student needs, data, priority
performance challenges, and root causes. By balancing a cohesive district-wide framework with empowerment of schools to prioritize efforts based on
their own needs, the process holds true meaning for their stakeholders.  The High Reliability Schools™ framework guides deeper systemic
implementation of competency based education and the Westminster Instructional Model, which is comprised of 60 strategies that fall within five
domains: (1) Feedback, (2) Content, (3) Context, (4), Agency, and (5) Professionalism.

Renaissance STAR Assessment
Last year, Westminster began the transition to a new district assessment tool, and after one year of district-wide implementation, it is evident that
Renaissance STAR Assessment Suite has provided WPS with accurate, trustworthy data about students’ achievement and growth. Benchmark
assessments will continue to be given three times a year to gather relevant information about a student’s performance and progress throughout the
school year so that the teachers, administrators, and other stakeholders can take actionable steps to support our students and their needs. This suite
provides diagnostic and formative/summative assessments that will be used in Unified Improvement Planning for state reporting.

Staff Comments from BOY Data Dig:
• 62% of students leave kinder at green and blue but enter 1st grade at 40% green or blue
• 20% leave kinder red on DIBELS 50% enter 1st grade being red
• Compared to 37% EOY 2021 to 75% BOY red 2021
• 1st graders remain similar in leaving 1st grade red 58% and enter 2nd grade red at 59% red
• EOY 2022 Kinder 62% green and blue enter 1st grade BOY 40% green and blue
• 1st grade increased BOY green and blue 19% 2019, 16% 2020, 15% 2021 and *40% 2022 (* Huge, this is when it usually drops)
• 2022 BOY DIBELS at and above level green/blue 1st grade 40% - previous years 15%/16%/19%, over double from previous years
• 2022 BOY DIBELS significantly below level red 1st grade 50% - previous years 75%/68%/61%, 11%-25% reduction from previous years
• DIBELS BOY prof is 35%, increased 4.4%
• Include trend of blue/green DIBELS EOY 2022 to BOY 2022 and exceeded score from EOY % since 2019. Could be due to introduction of
Structured Literacy
• Current 2nd/3rd graders maintained DIBELS at/above reading score and exceeded score from EOY 2022 to BOY 2022
• But DIBELS red/sig below level also inc for majority of grades. Current 3rd graders include 4% into red/sig below from 2022 EOY and 2022
BOY



• Green/Blue DIBELS from last year up overall
• Green/Blue #’s we want high > DIBELS red #’s we want lower
• Green/Blue DIBELS EOY – BOY Kinder – 1st (62-40%), 3rd-4th, (34-47%, 4th-5th (48-26%), 1-2 (27-47%), 2-3 (47-52%)
• Red DIBELS – every grade went up in % from EOY to BOY
• Where tests change and kids haven’t seen subtests before they have difficulty (DAZE)
• Renaissance – less intervention is needed for math than lit
• Half of our students need Lit urgent intervention
• 3.5% of ELL students met proficiency benchmark at STAR reading
• 13.5% of Free or Reduced lunch students met BOY proficiency on STAR reading
• 13% Hispanic Students scored proficient on BOY STAR reading
• 13% of ELL students scored at proficient level on BOY STAR math
• 26% of 5th grade students scored at or above grade level at DIBELS boy
• ELL students performed better on BOY STAR math than STAR reading
• 47% of 5th grade students scored at RED level on BOY DIBELS
• EL students scored drastically lowest on STAR reading (3.5%)
• EL students have 3X the % of proficiency on STAR math then reading
• FRL students scored 24% proficiency on Math vs 13% proficiency on Reading - twice as well on Math than reading
• SR is 2.2% points lower than district DIBELS proficiency (35.7 vs 37.9)
• DIBELS – 2022 blue/green had increase of 5% from 2021-2022
• Red had 6% decrease (56-50%)

Comparing classes – (red) 2021 BOY to 2022
● 1st-2nd - 75-59% = 21% down
● 2nd-3rd – 41-43 % = 2% up
● 3rd-4th – 62-54% = 8% down
● 4th-5th – 60-47% = 13% down

Comparing classes (blue/green) BOY 2021-22
● 1st-2nd – 15-33% = 18% up
● 2nd-3rd – 44-53% = 8% up
● 3rd-4th – 36-27% = 9% down
● 4th-5th – 26-26% = even



Prior Year Targets

Summary of School Targets for 2021-2022:



During the 2021-2022 school year, we had outstanding success implementing our Competency-Based Personalized Learning model.  This is our 12th
year implementing a competency-based learning model at Sunset Ridge.  Teachers set professional goals to enhance their understandings of the WPS
Instructional Model and competency-based, personalized learning.  Teachers also set goals to implement science of reading instruction (based on
LETRS training and Structured Literacy Project training).

Sample of goals and actions to implement our science of reading program included:

I will apply Science of Reading research-based professional learning and teach Structured Literacy Routines to my students in order to positively
impact the reading growth and early literacy development of Sunset Ridge students.

Action Step 1:  I will participate in the science of reading professional development including LETRS course work and Structured Literacy
trainings.
Action Step 2:  I will apply what I have learned about effective reading instruction as I prepare  lessons for my students and implement
Structured Literacy Routines to build mastery of my students’ early literacy skills.
Action Step 3: I will work with Val Rolph and/or Tamara Viehl as they observe my practice and provide actionable feedback while I work to
fine-tune my use of Structured Literacy Routines.
Action Step 4:  I will conduct on-going assessments of my students’ application of reading skills and knowledge.  Assessment tools will include
DIBELS progress monitoring probes; DIBELS MOY and EOY benchmark assessments; and Renaissance winter and spring testing.
Action Step 5:  I will participate in multiple Early Literacy/Reading Data Digs with my colleagues, reading coaches and administration in an
effort to effectively evaluate the impact of applied instructional strategies.
Action Step 6:  I will adjust my practices and supports provided for students based on an evaluation of student data.

We found success in our systemic use of universal foundational strategies for promoting positive social/emotional learning, including consistent
implementation of building-wide social emotional supports.  We also focused on creating opportunities for strengthening adult social emotional
learning through professional goal setting in the domains of social emotional development.   We had success increasing our use of universal
operational strategies and expansion of our efforts to make meaningful adult-student connections.

On our local Renaissance Star assessment, many of our students increased their levels of proficiency and showed outstanding growth as
measured from BOY to EOY assessments.

In math, 1st to 5th grade, we reduced the number of students needing urgent intervention by 21% (5%points).   The biggest declines in
students needing urgent intervention happened in grade 2 with a 50% reduction (8%points) and in grade 3 with a 41% decline (14 %points).
The percentage of students in grades 1 to 5 who tested at/above benchmark in math increased from BOY to EOY by 46% - 8%points.



In reading, 2nd to 5th grade, students needing urgent intervention declined by 40% (18%points).  Biggest decline in students needing urgent
intervention occurred in grade 2 (80% decline - 24%points).  The percentage of students in grades 2 to 5 who tested at/above benchmark in
reading increased from BOY to EOY by 44% - 8%points.

Summary of the adjustments that you will make for this year's plan:

For the 2022-2023 school year, we will gather quick lagging data to support our continued attainment of HRS Level One and Level Two certification.
Throughout the year, we will work to create and implement our leading indicator action plan to support Level Three HRS certification.

All teachers of reading will continue to apply Science of Reading research-based professional learning and teach Structured Literacy Routines to
students in order to positively impact the reading growth and early literacy development of all Sunset Ridge students.   Teachers will continue to set
goals to implement science of reading instruction (based on LETRS training and Structured Literacy Project training).

Implementation of our Competency-Based Personalized Learning model is an on-going endeavor.   Teachers  will set professional goals to enhance
their understandings of the WPS Instructional Model and competency-based, personalized learning.

Additional Targets

HRS 3.4.1
EMPOWER GLE: 85% of students will meet or exceed his/her Empower Growth Goal in Literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math and Specials for the
academic term.

HRS 3.4.2
Using the WPS Empower GLE Growth goal metric, each subgroup learner will have a personalized Empower Growth Goal established at BOY that will
range from 1.0 to 1.5 years of growth.

HRS 3.4.2
Using BOY→MOY and MOY→EOY on the Renaissance STAR Math and Literacy Assessments, Sunset Ridge PK-8 will ensure ≥85% of CLD/SPED/FRL
are on-track to achieve 1.5 years of growth



Current Performance







Beginning of Year Assessments and School Targets





Trend Analysis





Daily Attendance Goal:  95%

Chronic Absent Rate is down 18 percentage points from October 2021
Chronic Absent Rate Target:  Less than 20% of students



Priority Performance Challenges

Early Literacy Skill Deficits: Students lack early literacy skills in phonics and phonemic awareness. Gaps in early literacy are impeding our
students to read fluently, comprehend text and apply vocabulary using increasingly higher levels of text.

What does success look like:

Individual students will meet/exceed their EOY GLE Literacy goal in Empower and demonstrate at/above the 50%tile in Renaissance Star
Reading/Early Literacy.

Math Knowledge/Application: Students have experienced a loss of opportunity to apply learned math skills and knowledge. They have had
inconsistent and limited opportunities to practice math skill application.

What does success look like:

Individual students will meet/exceed their EOY GLE Math goal in Empower and demonstrate at/above the 50%tile in Renaissance Star Math.

Social Emotional Development: Students have experienced loss of routine, connection and stability as a result of the pandemic and the
interruption of in-person learning. We commit to consistent implementation of WPS Social Emotional Learning Model

What does success look like:

Increase implementation of universal foundational strategies for social emotional learning, including consistent implementation of building-wide
social emotional supports and opportunities for strengthening adult social emotional learning.

Increase implementation of universal operational strategies for social emotional learning, including expansion of student-centered SEL and fostering
family connections.



Root Causes (Adjustments) - Use column 4 on HRS Template to identify root causes, or from identified areas of need on the WIM

Enhanced Vocabulary Instruction

Students lack deep knowledge of multiple and challenging vocabulary words. Guaranteed lists of essential vocabulary words have been identified for
each level of student performance in literacy, math, science and social studies. Explicit instruction for essential words is a critical daily routine.

Written Expression

Lack of teacher understanding of components of written expression, including deep knowledge of different types of writing including: Narrative
Writing/Research/Literary Analysis. Lack of direct instruction and student opportunities to practice the three types of response to text - Narrative
Writing, Literary Analysis and Research. Poorly planned student writing leads to students failing to show mastery of purposeful and controlled
organization of their writing, across genres, when responding to a variety of prompts.

Claim Evidence

Students must be masterful in creating purposeful responses to fiction and non-fiction text. Students’ confidence to make a claim and support that
claim with supporting text evidence is key to promoting critical reading and reading comprehension. Teacher understandings of written response to
text, including deep knowledge of different types of text response (including: Narrative Writing/Research Simulation/Literary Analysis) has improved.
Consistent direct instruction and student opportunities to practice the various types of response to text must be systematically provided to students.

Deficit of stamina to be successful with higher level and multi-step math

Our math curriculum, enVisions, is organized around problem solving and the articulation of key math ideas which ensures students see how math
ideas are applied and connect with other ideas. Students need to be given multiple opportunities, daily, to struggle and solve more complex and
multi-step math problems. Reading comprehension of math problems limits our students' understandings of what is required when solving more
complex math problems.

Higher Order Thinking and Problem Solving

Students need more experiences with higher order problem solving and opportunities to apply critical thinking. Teachers need to provide less low
level questioning and more questioning that challenges students to think deeply and critically about information.

Application of Math

Due to inconsistent depth of understandings and teacher support, students are not proficiently applying concrete and pictorial knowledge to abstract



and higher order problem solving to meet expectations of CCSS and CMAS grade level questions

Action Planning Tab

Major Improvement Strategy 1 (Choose a system, process, or target that needs adjustment).

Name: 1.4 Teacher teams regularly interact to discuss issues regarding curriculum, assessment, instruction, achievement of all students.

What does success look like:
Teacher teams and collaborative groups regularly interact to address common issues regarding curriculum, assessment, instruction, and the
achievement of all students
The school’s professional learning structure (i.e., PLCs, Communities of Practice (CoPs) and expectations promote collaboration and collegiality to
improve learner performance and organizational effectiveness.
Common assessments are created by PLCs
Student achievement and growth are analyzed by PLCs
The school leader regularly examines each data team’s progress toward goals

Academic Successes:
Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target
School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Fall to Winter Growth Target
Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile score of +50 in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Students attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.  Students have been assigned a growth goal from 1 to 1.5 year’s growth in literacy and
math scores as measured by EOY Empower GLE.

Aligning Priority Performance Challenge(s):

1. Early Literacy Skill Deficits:
2. Math Knowledge/Application: Students have experienced a loss of opportunity to apply learned math skills and knowledge. They have

had inconsistent and limited opportunities to practice math skill application.



Aligning Root Cause(s):
1. Enhanced Vocabulary Instruction
2. Written Expression
3. Claim Evidence
4. Higher Order Thinking and Problem Solving
5. Application of Math

Action Steps (Systems Process & Targets) Resources Implementation Benchmarks

Professional Learning Community meetings occur once
a week.  Sunset Ridge team members have a common
plan during specials; common lunch; common 2nd
recess and time after school.  K-5 math and K-5 literacy
data cycles run every 6-weeks with team goals, data
and student work shared with administration. Shared
assessments and bi-annual data digs (DIBELS, Access
and Renaissance, and CMAS) are used to guide and
align our K-5 programming and our intervention
support plans.

Math K-5 Data Cycle Goals and PLC Notes reviewed by
administration and coaches

Student Success Team/Problem Solving Agenda -
Process facilitated by administration and teacher
leaders

Teachers from Sunset Ridge engage in conversations in
Professional Learning Teams on how to use planning
documents and the Westminster Instructional Model, to
ensure consistent, positive outcomes for students
(academic and relational outcomes).

Example Resources to select for
MIS 1:
● Panorama Supports and Environment

Survey (HRS for students, staff,
families)

● Panorama Student SEL Competencies
Survey

● Self-Assessments
● Trauma Responsive Classroom

Checklist
● Four elements of flourishing SEL

team guiding questions

● 85% of students will complete PRC
competencies survey by 10/15/22

● Student perceptual data will be analyzed and
areas of need will be identified.

● Staff perceptual data will be analyzed and
areas of professional learning will be
developed.

● Allow staff to consider PRC content as part of
the professional goal setting process, using
the staff PRC self-reflection

● Promote staff wellness in Wednesday
professional learning and through staff
communication via staff website and school
bulletins.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pywYNWTHo8Uuxk7Z2g6ljf_gAehGTmpL/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PH3-MLzl1uxNKVm6At5QB0-bci2ABYcF/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PH3-MLzl1uxNKVm6At5QB0-bci2ABYcF/view
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ieH9b5sTuX2GwxtRORxHka3fKeuPbaVP/edit#gid=1925251258
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ieH9b5sTuX2GwxtRORxHka3fKeuPbaVP/edit#gid=1925251258


Communities of Practice conversations to promote
implementation of the Westminster Instructional Model
occur every month in teams across multiple schools.

Students learn in learner-centered environments where
instruction is provided at levels specific to their learning
needs.

Students progress through Proficiency Scales based on
starting points and moving through expected grade
level performance or above. Students must
demonstrate competency before being assigned the
next higher level of expectations.

Student Success Team/Problem Solving  Notes -
reviewed by administration

Performance Tasks are created by PLC/teachers

Team Action Planning Template for PLC work

Team Action Planner used to capture notes and actions

Data Teams are in place and student achievement and
growth are analyzed by staff members and by
administration.

All students have a Data Notebook.  Protocols for Data
Notebooks, Data Teams and Examining Student Work
are explicitly communicated in the Staff Handbook
(pgs. 15-17)  and in our Consistency Map (pgs 7-9).



Principal reviews achievement and growth data from a
variety of sources:  site-created assessments; local
assessments (DIBELS/Renaissance) and state level
assessments (ACCESS;CMAS).

Target Setting (Staff and Student Metrics)

Environment Perceptual Data - Panorama

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that school PLC teams analyze student achievement and growth data.

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that school leaders collect and review data/information from PLC and Data team meetings to ensure teams
are focused on student achievement.

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that data collection systems are in place to collect opinion data from teachers and staff regarding the
optimal function of the school.

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that techniques and systems are in place to collect data and information from teachers on a regular basis.

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that notes and other forms of communication exist documenting how teacher input was used to make
specific decisions.

+90% of teachers will respond favorably that groups of teachers are targeted to provide input regarding specific decisions.

Students
+75% of students will respond affirmatively that the school is a safe place.

+75% of students will respond affirmatively that they know the rules and that  the school is an orderly place.

+75% of students will respond favorably that they know that if they see bullying or other unsafe incidents, they know where to report it.

Academic Targets:

Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile Goal:  +50th percentile for both reading and math as measured by BOY to MOY and BOY to EOY
Renaissance testing



EMPOWER GLE:  85% of students will meet or exceed his/her Empower Growth Goal in Literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math and Specials for the
academic term.

Using the WPS Empower GLE Growth goal metric, each  learner will have a personalized Empower Growth Goal established at BOY that will range
from 1.0 to 1.5 years of growth.  85% of students will attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.

Using BOY→MOY and MOY→EOY on the Renaissance STAR Math and Literacy Assessments, Sunset Ridge PK-8 will ensure ≥85% of CLD/SPED/FRL
are on-track to achieve 1.5 years of growth

Action Planning Tab

Major Improvement Strategy 2

Name: 2.1 The school has adopted the Westminster Instructional Model, which is used provide feedback to teachers regarding their status and …

What does success look like:
A document describing the schools instructional model is available (Westminster Instructional Model).
Support is provided to teachers to continually enhance their pedagogical skills through reflection and professional growth plans.
Professional development opportunities are provided for new and experienced teachers regarding the schoolwide model of instruction (Westminster
Instructional Model)
When asked, teachers can describe the major Categories (i.e., Feedback, Content, Context, Agency) and Design Questions of the schoolwide model of
instruction.
Predominant instructional practices throughout the school are known and monitored.
The schoolwide language of instruction is used regularly by faculty in their informal conversations and professional learning communities
+80% of students when asked state that school leaders are in class frequently
+80% of teachers get at least 2 classroom observations per semester with feedback provided on implementation and usse of elements within the
WPS Instructional Model.

Academic Successes:
Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target



School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Fall to Winter Growth Target
Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile score of +50 in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Students attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.  Students have been assigned a growth goal from 1 to 1.5 year’s growth in literacy and
math scores as measured by EOY Empower GLE.

Aligning Priority Performance Challenge(s):

1. Early Literacy Skill Deficits:
2. Math Knowledge/Application: Students have experienced a loss of opportunity to apply learned math skills and knowledge. They have

had inconsistent and limited opportunities to practice math skill application.

Aligning Root Cause(s):
1. Enhanced Vocabulary Instruction
2. Written Expression
3. Claim Evidence
4. Higher Order Thinking and Problem Solving
5. Application of Math

Action Steps (Systems Process & Targets) Resources Implementation Benchmarks

Over the course of many years, we have created and
refined what is called our Consistency Map.  This
document codifies the instructional practices
approaches, and strategies that will be employed by
our staff.  These practices are part of our walkthrough
tools and instructional observational processes.  Our
Consistency Map and observation tools enable us to
have common language, which is shared and used

Westminster Instructional Model Folio
IV: General Instruction

Westminster Instructional Model.pp…

1. Five times per school year, school and
district walkthrough processes will be
discussed with staff to determine efficacy
of school WIM focus areas.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MeNUJ_oIhUfnfh2KCbEG7jMKZz_x-z3L/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=108692912293451699031&rtpof=true&sd=true


routinely by school leadership and staff.

Our Consistency Map is located in the first section of
the Sunset Ridge Staff Handbook (pgs. 10-21).

The Westminster Public Schools (WPS) Instructional
Model/New Art and Science of Teaching forms the
foundation of instructional practices that are used for
certified professional goal setting and schoolwide
professional development.

As part of the State of Colorado evaluation system for
teachers, principals provide teachers feedback and
ratings based on the elements and practices of the
Evaluator Assessment Rubric.

New teachers participate in New Teacher Orientation
(NTO) during their first 5-days of employment with
WPS.  During NTOT, new teachers learn about the
district instructional model, Competency-based
instructional practices, curricular/technological
resources and supports that are available to them.

New teachers to Sunset Ridge are assigned an
in-house mentor.  Our in-house mentor is Molly Brown,
intermediate teacher.  As part of the first two years of
employment, new teachers must complete the WPS
New Teacher Induction Program.  In order to complete
the induction program, new staff must participate in
mentoring and observational feedback cycles with our
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse staff.

Effective classroom management is a priority focus
area for professional learning for all new staff.

2. All teaching staff will set WIM goals as a
part of staff evaluation tools.

As part of the certified staff member evaluation
process, every Sunset Ridge certified staff
member will set at least two Professional
Goals within Randa.   These goals will be
monitored and adjusted as needed throughout
the 2022-23 school year.

It will be a requirement to set a goal centered
on at least one of the WPS Instructional
Model Elements of Practice (New Art and
Science of Teaching) per semester.  The
‘Marzano Compendium of Instructional
Strategies’ will be an important resource for
defining your goal and setting accompanying
instructional actions.   The ‘Marzano
Compendium’ is shared in the BOY 2022-2023
Google Folder (separate folder called Marzano
Compendium).

An optional third goal could be centered on a
social emotional development domain. The
purpose of setting a personal/professional goal
around social emotional development is to help
you, as an educator, build your expertise and
skills around social emotional learning (SEL).  As
a role model for prosocial behaviors, you play an
important role in the lives of our students as
they learn to better comprehend their emotions,
label their emotions, cultivate positive



Our Consistency Map, which includes our instructional
model,  is also a priority focus area of professional
learning for all new teachers.

relationships, experience their own
self-awareness, demonstrate social awareness
with others, and share empathy for others.

After you choose your goal and identify actions
and new behaviors you want to take, I
encourage you to develop a strategy to remind
yourself to practice your new behaviors.  As
appropriate, solicit the support of a
mentor/coach and be a mentor/coach to a
colleague as you and your colleague work to
support each other’s continual growth.



Target Setting (Student Metrics)

Academic Targets:

Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile Goal:  +50th percentile for both reading and math as measured by BOY to MOY and BOY to EOY
Renaissance testing

EMPOWER GLE:  85% of students will meet or exceed his/her Empower Growth Goal in Literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math and Specials for the
academic term.

Using the WPS Empower GLE Growth goal metric, each  learner will have a personalized Empower Growth Goal established at BOY that will range
from 1.0 to 1.5 years of growth.  85% of students will attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.

Using BOY→MOY and MOY→EOY on the Renaissance STAR Math and Literacy Assessments, Sunset Ridge PK-8 will ensure ≥85% of CLD/SPED/FRL
are on-track to achieve 1.5 years of growth

Action Planning Tab

Major Improvement Strategy 3

Name: 3.5 The school engages in continuous improvement processes that produces evidence, with measurable results of improving student learning and professional practice.

What does success look like
Written goals are available specifying the percentage of students who will score at a proficient or higher level on state assessments or benchmark
assessments.
Evidence is available showing that reports, graphs, and charts are regularly updated to track growth in student achievement.
Evidence is available that students who need instructional support outside of the regular classroom have had access to and taken advantage of such
support.

Academic Successes:
Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target
School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing



Fall to Winter Growth Target
Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile score of +50 in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Aligning Priority Performance Challenge(s):

1. Early Literacy Skill Deficits:
2. Math Knowledge/Application: Students have experienced a loss of opportunity to apply learned math skills and knowledge. They have

had inconsistent and limited opportunities to practice math skill application.

Aligning Root Cause(s):
1. Written Expression
2. Claim Evidence
3. Higher Order Thinking and Problem Solving
4. Application of Math

Action Steps (Systems Process & Targets) Resources Implementation Benchmarks
(Adult Metrics)

Literacy:
● Staff will conduct progress monitoring of

students’ early literacy skills per the district’s
assessment recommendations (weekly -
red/bi-weekly - yellow; monthly - green) as well
as 6 week monitoring of student EOY GLE
expectations in Empower.

● Staff will follow the Structured Literacy scope
and sequence to ensure systemic early literacy
practices are in place in the classroom.

● The Administration Team will monitor LETRS

CDE structured literacy scope/sequence

LETRS pedagogy reflected in teacher
lesson plans

enVisions curricular resources

Marzano Compendium and Folios

Current processes used to communicate
concurrent enrollment options to

Literacy:
Conduct 6-week Data Cycles that determine and
track efficacy of instruction and intervention
strategies dictated by the progress monitoring
data.

● Routine monitoring visits in collaboration
with CDE SL staff to focus on efficacy of
rollout of SL.



content through teacher lesson plans and
classroom observations.

Mathematics:
● Student progress targets will be established

based on BOY Renaissance data
● Teachers will utilize planning documents (YaaG,

Unit Plans, enVisions scope and sequence,
Westminster Instructional Model) to implement
appropriate instructional pacing to ensure
student learning across the school year.

students. ● Consistent evidence of LETRS pedagogy
included in lesson plans as seen through
regular classroom observation.

Math:
● Evidence of enVisions lesson and

scope/sequence as seen in teacher YaaG,
Unit and lesson plans.

Math Data Cycle Objectives:

1.    Ensuring pace of instruction is kept aligned with
the Year-at-a-Glace (YAG) created at the beginning of
the year.  Bring your math YAG to every meeting with
Art/Roger/Nick.

2.    Promoting positive student engagement in the
math classroom.

3.    Building staff confidence with math knowledge
and instructional strategies.

4.    Developing student problem-solving skills and
application of math (by level and by standards).

Process for Each Meeting:

1.    Review of YAG and note pacing strengths and
needs.

2.    Review of student work (problem solving
practices/accuracy of math work).

3.    Discussion of engaging practices and strategies
to maintain a rigorous math pace.

4.    Plan for the next Data Cycle.



Student Work to Bring:Please bring student work
from an enVision Solve and Share or a constructed
response from an enVision assessment, Marzano
Problem Solving Item Frames and/or CMAS Released
Items.

.

Target Setting (Student Metrics)

Academic Targets:

Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile Goal:  +50th percentile for both reading and math as measured by BOY to MOY and BOY to EOY
Renaissance testing

EMPOWER GLE:  85% of students will meet or exceed his/her Empower Growth Goal in Literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math and Specials for the
academic term.

Using the WPS Empower GLE Growth goal metric, each  learner will have a personalized Empower Growth Goal established at BOY that will range
from 1.0 to 1.5 years of growth.  85% of students will attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.

Using BOY→MOY and MOY→EOY on the Renaissance STAR Math and Literacy Assessments, Sunset Ridge PK-8 will ensure ≥85% of CLD/SPED/FRL
are on-track to achieve 1.5 years of growth

DIBELS Targets:



Action Planning Tab

Major Improvement Strategy 4

Name: 4.2 Data are analyzed, interpreted, and used to regularly monitor progress toward achievement goals for individual students.

What does success look like:



The school has an assessment system that ensures the use of reliable and valid classroom assessments that measure each student’s status and
growth on specific domains and/or proficiency scales
The school leverages the Empower Learning Management System to depict both status and growth for individual students and allow for students to
be working at multiple levels across different subject areas.
Educators gather, analyze, and use formative and summative data that lead to demonstrable improvement of student learning.
Documents articulating the learning progression for each essential element are created for each subject area.
Learning progress is reliably assessed and consistently and clearly communicated

Academic Successes:
Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target
School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Fall to Winter Growth Target
Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile score of +50 in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Action Steps (Systems Process & Targets) Resources Implementation Benchmarks

The Sunset Ridge staff continues to be very committed
to maintaining high expectations for the achievement
of students and upholding high expectations for our
work as educators.    As part of our Unified
Improvement Planning Process, staff spent time at the
beginning of the year looking at the end-year data
from the local assessments we administered to
students in May 2022.  These included DIBELS,
Renaissance Star and CMAS.    We also spent time
looking at our beginning of the year data (BOY
2022-2023 school year) for DIBELS and Renaissance
Early Literacy, Reading and Math.

Every student has an expected Empower GLE growth
goal (1.0-1.5 years growth) in Literacy, Math, Science,
and Social Studies

YAAG and Multi-level Instructional Tools

Empower Reports

Teacher/student share growth goals to parents
at student-led conferences along with a
summary of their Data Notebooks.

Empower GLE growth goals are monitored by
staff and students.

Routine and regular student evidence are
entered into students’ Data Notebooks and into
Empower.

BOY and MOY assessment results (Renaissance
and DIBELS) are analyzed for strengths, needs
and next steps.



Empower GLEs are set for all new students upon initial
placement assessments.

Progress towards goal achievement are monitored
throughout the year by staff.

Each certified staff member has a monthly touch-base
meeting with our administration team.  Agenda for
October 2023:

Data
● Empower – Are your students on track to meet

GLE Growth Goals?
● What have you seen during your latest round of

PM in reading?
YAG

● Are you on pace with your YAG?  Is your
primary resource meeting the needs of
students?

Unit Plans
● Mastery:  How has unit development been

shaped by your students’ Empower data?; What
implications to unit planning must be made for
students with gaps in proficiencies marked in
lower levels?

● Do I have your current unit?  Which unit are
you currently creating?

Professional Goals
● What are your first, next steps you are

taking/will be taking to meet your WIM goal?

Guiding Questions for Communities of Practice
Conversations

● How did you determine the pace of each unit
on your Year-at-a Glance?



● Are you maintaining the pace you determined
at the BOY?  If not, why not?  What will you
need to do now to adjust your pace?

● How did you determine the order of the
proficiency scales on your Year-at-a Glance?

● Beyond our core instructional materials, are
there additional resources you are using to
teach the scales?  Share successes.

● What opportunities have you identified to
provide deeper learning for your students?
Share successes.

Triangulation and alignment of Empower GLE and
external assessments are regular agenda items for
meetings with PLC and administration teams.

Target Setting (Student Metrics)

Increase school-wide correlative results by 25% from EOY  ‘21-’22 to EOY ‘22-’23

Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target
School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile Goal:  +50th percentile for both reading and math as measured by BOY to MOY and BOY to EOY
Renaissance testing

EMPOWER GLE:  85% of students will meet or exceed his/her Empower Growth Goal in Literacy, Science, Social Studies, Math and Specials for the
academic term.

Using the WPS Empower GLE Growth goal metric, each  learner will have a personalized Empower Growth Goal established at BOY that will range
from 1.0 to 1.5 years of growth.  85% of students will attain their individual GLE growth goals in Empower.



Using BOY→MOY and MOY→EOY on the Renaissance STAR Math and Literacy Assessments, Sunset Ridge PK-8 will ensure ≥85% of CLD/SPED/FRL
are on-track to achieve 1.5 years of growth

Action Planning Tab

Major Improvement Strategy 5

Name: 5.2: The school schedule is designed to accomodate students moving at a pace appropriate to their background and needs

What does success look like

+90% of staff keep the Empower Target Browser current for every student, for every subject area.
Empower Target Browser is aligned with other assessment results for +75% of students.
Grade levels are replaced with Performance Levels allowing students to work at different grade levels for different subject areas.
Online competency-based instruction and assessment are housed and available in Empower for each WPS Proficiency Scale at each
level in each subject area.
Schedules are built to incorporate WIN blocks to address individual student needs.
+85% of students will be on-track for meeting their EOY GLE goals.
+75% of students will have at least one score 4 recorded within Empower for a Proficiency Scale.

Academic Successes:
Fall to Winter Academic Achievement Target
School-wide Increase +30% of students testing ‘At/Above Benchmark’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing
School-wide Decrease +30% of students testing at ‘Urgent Intervention’ in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Fall to Winter Growth Target
Schoolwide Median Student Growth Percentile score of +50 in Renaissance Reading and Math testing

Action Steps (Systems Process & Targets) Resources Implementation Benchmarks



Empower Projected EOY GLEs are the data source used
for scheduling students into class rosters. Reports
are available that indicate each student's current
status or each essential element at each level for
each subject area.

Students are academically grouped by Literacy and
Math separately.  Flexible scheduling allows students to
receive instruction, support, and evaluation on WPS
Proficiency Scales at any level in any subject area.
Students may have different teachers for literacy and
math, based on academic needs.

Core teachers are provided suggested primary
instruction levels for each class roster they are
responsible to teach.

Empower Projected EOY GLE
Reports

● Initial class rosters, with the recommended
primary instruction level, are created before
the first day of school using previous year’s
EOY data

● Class rosters are adjusted by the end of the
third week of school after new students are
properly leveled

● The school schedule is designed to allow for a
midday transition from literacy to math

Target Setting (Student Metrics)

● 95% of students are rostered into classrooms with the primary instructional level that matches his or her Projected EOY GLE
● 95% of students are academically grouped into appropriate literacy and math classrooms


